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Bullets of Love 
 

Take a table of four players, a couple of dice, some luck, wit, and strategy, throw 
them all together, and you’ve got Bullets of Love, a game of dueling, gambling, and, of 
course, love. The goal is to be the first to earn fifty points—something you accomplish 
by stealing the hearts of your opponents. 

To begin, everyone rolls a single dice. The person with the highest roll goes first 
and play continues to the left. On a turn, you can choose to do one of three actions: 
duel an opponent, reload your bullets, or claim Hearts. You can also spend two bullets 
to do an additional action (except for reloading) on a single turn. Everyone is initially 
dealt a hand of three Lasso cards—one matching your own heart and two matching 
different opponents’—that present which Hearts you can currently claim. Having one 
Heart claimed earns you two points, two Hearts earn five points, and three Hearts earn 
nine points. 

But how do you acquire hearts? Dueling! In a duel, two players take their bullets 
(six dice) and put them under the table. They then divide the bullets—bullets you want 
to use in the duel in one hand with bullets you want to keep in the other. The defender 
then counts down from three. After one, the two duelers roll their bullets. The dueler 
with the higher amount rolled wins the duel and both duelers must discard all bullets 
used. If the attacker wins, they get one of the defender’s Hearts. If the defender wins, 
they keep their Hearts and get a bullet they spent back. If duelers tie, the players have 
fallen in love: each player earns an additional point on their turn, unless someone uses 
their Bullets of Love to betray and the former lovers duel again. 
 

 
 
 
 

https://www.facebook.com/tarik.zulfikarpasic


Materials: 
 

- Scoreboard 
- 4 different sets of dice, each of which contains 6 D6  
- 4 small cubes to represent players on the scoreboard 
- A single D3, used for fistfights 
- 8 Heart cards 
- A deck of 32 Lasso cards 
- 4 Love chips, which signalize players in love 
- Turn chip, to indicate the player who has a turn 

 
Rules: 
 
Objective: 
 
Become the first person to reach 50 points. 
 
Setup: 
 
Each player is first assigned one of the four available colors. After the colors are decided, every 
player receives 2 Heart cards and 6 dice of their color. The heart cards are placed on the table, 
in front of their respective owners.  
Then, every player receives 3 differently-colored Lasso cards in their hand. Everyone gets the 
Lasso cards of every color except for the color of Heart cards of the player to their left. These 
cards are kept in players’ hands and they indicate which Heart cards the player should go after. 
 
Gameplay: 
 
In Bullets of Love, players take turns trying to collect and match Heart cards to Lasso cards they 
have in their hands. 
There are three possible actions that each player can take during their turn: 
 

1. Challenge another player to a duel for a heart card (see the section on Dueling). 
2. Claim one or more of their Heart cards (see the section on Claiming Heart cards) 
3. Reload - a player receives new bullets until they have 6 in total. In addition, they can 

choose to discard a number of Lasso cards from their hand and draw the same number 
of new ones from the deck. 

 
A player can choose to pay two bullets and take another action during the same turn. The only 
action players can’t pay to take is reloading. However, a player can reload and then pay to take 
another action. 



After a turn is over, players score points (see the section on scoring) and play passes to the left. 
This is indicated by giving the turn chip to the next player. 
 
Scoring:  
 
1 point - Own a love chip at the end of a turn. 
 
2 points - Own a single claim at the end of a turn. 
 
5 points - Own two claims at the end of a turn. 
 
9 points - Own three claims at the end of a turn. 
 
Claiming Heart cards: 
 
If a player owns a Heart card of the same color as one of the Lasso cards in their hand, they 
can make a claim of that Heart card during their turn. The claim is made by putting a Lasso card 
on top of the corresponding Heart card. A player can own multiple claims at the end of a turn, in 
which case they would earn points as indicated above. 
 
A claim is broken if a player is challenged for their claimed Heart card and loses the duel. The 
challenger would then win the Heart card they were after and the challenged player would have 
to discard the corresponding Lasso card and draw a new Lasso card from the deck. 
 
Dueling:  
 
A player can challenge another player for a duel whenever they want one of their Heart cards. 
Players use their available bullets for dueling. If they don’t have any bullets available, they go to 
a fistfight and use a single D3 for the duel. The duels work as follows: 
 

1. The duelists secretly divide their available bullets among their two hands. The bullets in 
the duelists’ dominant hands are the ones that they are going to fire. 

2. The player who is challenged to a duel will count down from 3. On “Go”, both players fire 
their bullets (roll the dice from their dominant hands). The player who rolls the larger 
number wins. 

 
At the end of the duel both players lose the bullets that they fired. 
 
If the challenger wins the duel, they receive the Heart card they challenged for. 
If the challenged player is able to defend the attacked Heart card, they get one of their fired 
bullets back. 
 



Falling in love 
 
If the duel is a tie, the duelists fall in love. Each of them receives a love chip, which they use to 
win an additional point for every of their turns as long as they are in love together. Two players 
stay in love until they duel each other again.  
 
End of the game: 
 
The game is over when one of the players reaches 50 points. This player is the winner. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Design Statement: 
While designing Bullets of Love our team encountered many issues with actually 

finding a good structure for our game itself before finally settling on the product we have 
today. When we were first given the constraints of making a game which combines the 
themes of romantic comedies and spaghetti westerns, our group decided it would be a 
good idea to first research the two genres by watching some classic films which best 
embodied the traits these genres have. After this research phase, we moved on to our 
first phase of development in which we tried to construct a board game with western 
visuals, however, we quickly found that, without a strong central mechanic to work off 
of, this board game was very difficult to make. Consequently, we scrapped our board 
game idea and decided to start from the ground up by bringing to the table some new 
ideas for a central mechanic.  

Eventually, we decided that the concept of dueling was the best mechanic for a 
western game to focus on, and, though our mechanic of dueling went through many 
phases before it was finalized (where at one point we made the duels almost a 
reflex-based game revolving around the idea of catching a tennis ball faster than your 
opponent), we soon settled on a dueling mechanic in which the player uses a set of six 
dice as bullets, and is tasked with strategizing how to optimize both their offensive and 
defensive capabilities using the same resource. From this point, we once again returned 
to the board game formula, but again found that creating a coherent board game with 
these constraints was difficult. Upon receiving feedback that the game board made the 
game a little too complicated, we decided to strip the game down: we reduced it to a 
four-player, poker-style card game in which players will have standoffs (using our 
dice-dueling mechanic) to steal each other's “heart cards.” After testing this version of 
the game, we found that the dueling complemented the simplistic ruleset, and were able 
to work from there to create the version of Bullets of Love you see before you today. 
 
 
 



 
 

 



 


